
1. PATENTED PRODUCT:  The more convenient door closer, adopts the latest new inventions.  
2. SMOOTH CLOSING: The new SMOOTH technology, advanced iso-kinetic technology, takes 

the unwanted bounce out of your closing door! Hydraulic alike motion which is a thorough 
improvement in the denounced problems of hitting, bumping and slamming on tradition 
pneumatic closers. 

3. PRODUCT TYPE: Pneumatic, without oil leakage concerns or worry. 
4. ANY-HOLD: EZ hold the door stays open at any desired position, via tab the button. 
5. AUTO-CLOSE: Auto release the hold-open status and close the door back, via push the door. 
6.    COVENIENT INSTALLATION: Could be installed on the top, middle, or bottom of the door.  
7.    SPEED ADJUSTABLE: The thumb size screw provides convenient speed adjustment without 

any tool needed. 
8.    SLAMMING MODELS: 4 selections by door bracket mounting location and closer attaching 

position. 
9.    NON-SLAMMING MODEL: Provide noiseless ending closing without bumping.  
10.  POWER FORCE: Different power models are available, suitable for different doors weight. 
 * PDC-888K kit is dual closers pack, includes one more PDC-666 or PDC-655 for heavier doors. 
 * The closing power is related to the quality of the door’s hinges. 
11. PREMIUM QUALITY:  
 100% Made in Taiwan. 
 with highest storm door grade quality. 
 * Reference data: 200,000 cycles 500lbs force test, 
  +110C to -35C tested, …...  
 

HARDWARE 
MANUFACTURER 

 

DOOR HARDWARE 

DOOR CLOSER - Cylindrical 

The videos on internet:  
* How to operate ONE Touch? 

* How to install ONE Touch? 

PDC-800 SERIES 
 
 

SMOOTH AIR Door Closer 

Storm door grade 

Version: V7_201505 DH-DC-3 

FEATUREs 

Article Nr.          PDC- 877 888 888K 

Closer Q’ty (pc) 1 1 2 

Max. Power (Kgf) 5 8 16 

Door Weight (Kgs)        
(for reference only) 

0-10 8-25 20-45 

http://www.dnd.com.tw/
http://www.dnd.com.tw/video.php


HARDWARE 
MANUFACTURER 

 

DOOR HARDWARE 

DOOR CLOSER - Cylindrical 

Article Nr.          PDC- 655 666 666K 

Closer Q’ty (pc) 1 1 2 

Max. Power (Kgf) 5 8 16 

Door Weight (Kgs) 0-10 8-25 20-45 

PDC-600 SERIES 
 

SMOOTH 
AIR Door Closer 

Storm door grade 

1. PATENTED PRODUCT: The more convenient door closer, adopts the latest new inventions.  
2. SMOOTH CLOSING: The new SMOOTH technology, advanced iso-kinetic technology, takes the unwanted 

bounce out of your closing door! Hydraulic alike motion which is a thorough improvement in the 
denounced problems of hitting, bumping and slamming on tradition pneumatic closers. 

3. PRODUCT TYPE: Pneumatic, without oil leakage concerns or worry. 
4. “MANUAL-HOLD”: Push the door open, move the “L-Washer” touch to the closer’s cap, have the rod 

engaged for the door staying open. 
5. “MANUAL-RELEASE”: Nudge the door, move back the “L-Washer”, release the engage for closing the door. 
6.    HOLDING RANGE: Can hold the door stays open at any desired position.  
7.    INSTALLATION: Could be installed on the top, middle, or bottom of the door.  
8. SPEED ADJUSTABLE: The thumb size screw provides convenient speed adjustment without any tool needed. 
9. LAMMING MODELS: 4 selections by door bracket mounting location and closer attaching position. 
10. NON-SLAMMING MODEL: Provide noiseless ending closing without bumping.   
11.  POWER FORCE: Different power models are available, suitable for different doors weight. 
 * PDC-666K and PDC-660K kit are dual closers pack, include one “L-Washer” for hold open needed. 
 * The closing power is related to the quality of the door’s hinges. 
12.  PREMIUM QUALITY: 100% Made in Taiwan. 
  with highest storm door grade quality. 
 * Reference data: 200,000 cycles 500lbs force test, 
  +110C to -35C tested, …...  

HOLD RELEASE 

Version: V7_201505 DH-DC-4 

FEATUREs 

The videos on internet:  
* How to operate ONE Touch? 

* How to install ONE Touch? 

http://www.dnd.com.tw/
http://www.dnd.com.tw/video.php
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